Atypic separator gel flotation in blood collection tube in a patient with hyperproteinemia
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Abstract
Serum separator gel tubes are widely used in laboratories for blood collection since their advantages. These contain a gel that forms a barrier between serum and clot after centrifugation. Rarely, some conditions may arise from unusual separation patterns. In this case, the floating separator gel due to hyperproteinemia was reported. A 49-year-old woman admitted to the chest diseases department. The blood sample was collected into a gel separation tube, transported to the Medical Biochemistry Laboratory within 45 minutes and centrifuged at 1500 g for 10 minutes. The separator gel formed the topmost layer, with the serum in the middle and the clot at the bottom. The sample was re-centrifuged, but this atypical phenomenon did not change. The serum was aspirated under the gel layer by a pipette. Biochemical analyses showed markedly elevated total protein concentration (147 g/L). The patient’s file revealed that she had no history of chronic disease other than chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. When consulted, the clinician informed us that the patient was directed for further examination because of the high total protein levels. Laboratories should be careful of the limitation of gel separation tubes. In addition, all samples must be visually checked before analysis, as an aspiration of misplaced gel may obstruct the analyzer probes; causing technical problems, time loss, adverse patient outcome, and extra cost.
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Case Report

A 49-year-old woman with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease admitted to the chest diseases department. Blood sample was collected into a gel separation tube (Greiner Bio-One Vacuette) and transported to the Medical Biochemistry Laboratory of Kars Harakani Public Hospital within 45 minutes. When the sample was centrifuged at 1500 g for 10 minutes, it was observed that the separator gel formed the topmost layer, with the serum in the middle and the clot at...
the bottom (Fig. 1). The sample was re-centrifuged, but this atypical phenomenon did not change. This abnormal gel flotation suggested that the density of the serum may be higher than the gel layer. The appearance of the serum was not hemolytic, lipemic or icteric. The serum was aspirated under the gel layer by a pipette, and biochemical analyses were performed by an auto-analyzer (Roche Diagnostics, Cobas c501, Tokyo, Japan). The results confirmed by re-analysis showed that the total protein concentration markedly elevated (147 g/L; reference interval: 66-87) and the albumin (25 g/L; reference interval: 35-52) and sodium (131 mmol/L; reference interval: 135-145) levels were decreased. The patient’s file revealed that she has no history of chronic disease other than chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. However, high total protein and low albumin concentrations were obtained in the biochemical analysis at the previous hospital administrations. A few samples taken from the patient into the gel separation tube were also rejected previously because of unsuitable for the analysis, and the biochemistry tests were not performed.

One week later, she presented to the emergency department with chest pain. The blood sample was collected into a gel separation tube (Greiner Bio-One Vacuette) for the routine biochemistry and cardiac marker analysis. The sample arrived at Stat Laboratory of Kars Harakani Public Hospital within only nine minutes and centrifuged at 1500 g for 10 minutes. Contrary to expectations, the serum formed the uppermost layer was separated from the cells by the gel. In routine biochemistry analysis, the high total protein (142 g/L) and low albumin (18.3 g/L) and sodium (133 mmol/L) concentration were detected once again. The patient’s consent was obtained for this study.

**Discussion**

Many laboratories perform routine biochemistry analyzes in blood samples collected in serum separator gel tubes. The liquid and cellular components of the blood have a density between 1.026 to 1.031 g/cm³ and 1.092 to 1.095 g/cm³, respectively [2]. Although separator gel density varies between tubes from different manufacturers, it ranges between 1003 and 1009 g/cm³, which permit its suitable positioning between liquid and cellular components of blood after centrifugation [2]. The position of the gel is influenced by many variables like tube factors (specific gravity, yield stress, viscosity, density, and tube material), laboratory conditions (centrifugation speed, temperature, acceleration and deceleration and, storage conditions) and patient characteristics (heparin therapy, low hematocrit, elevated plasma protein, contamination of the sample with contrast media or catheter locking solution) [6]. The improper positioning of the gel can be the cause of several technical and clinical problems when not detected. The analyzer probes may be partially or completely obstructed by the gel. Thus, they compromise the effective and reliable working of the device. The aspiration of gel along with the sample may also spuriously modify the test results, falsely low or high test results adverse effect on patient outcome.

In previous studies, it has been shown that abnormal gel formation may occur in diseases with hyperproteinemia, such as multiple myeloma and related disorders. van den Ouweland et al. [7] observed that the autoanalyzer probe occluded due to the aspiration of the separator gel in samples collected from two patients diagnosed with multiple myeloma. When the blood samples collected in plain tubes, it was reported that the total protein levels were markedly elevated in both patients. Chakraborty et al. [8] examined the 42,080 blood samples collected in serum separator tubes during the 2-year study period. They reported that in 16 of 23 samples showing improper gel separation, this unusual phenomenon is associated with monoclonal gammopathy. Demir et al. [3] reported

![Figure 1. Abnormal floating separator gel after centrifugation.](image-url)
abnormal gel flotation due to hyperproteinemia in three patients with hemodialysis. Paraproteinemia may also interfere in some clinical chemistry measurements by many mechanisms. Increasing serum or plasma viscosity due to elevated protein concentration may cause a relative decrease in liquid compartments, leading to false-negative quantification amounts of other solute molecules [9]. The decreased sodium levels, in this case, can be explained by this mechanism. The precipitation of paraproteins with reagents increase the sample turbidity and lead to interference in nephelometric, turbidimetric or colorimetric analysis. Paraproteins also may interfere immunoassays by interaction with the specific antibody reagents [10]. Another mechanism is that paraproteins inhibit of three stages of fibrin formation: the proteolytic action of thrombin on fibrinogen, the aggregation of fibrin monomers, and the stabilization of fibrin by cross-linkages in the γ and α chain. Residual fibrin masses may cause bulky gelatinous clot formation and make it difficult to separate the serum after centrifugation [10]. Thus, obtaining sufficient serum for biochemical analyses becomes difficult. In addition, technical problems may occur with the obstruction of autoanalyzer probes, partially or completely. Improper amount of sample aspiration, along with the fibrin clots, may also spuriously modify the test results. In this case, when the sample was kept for a short time, the serum was separated normally although the high total protein concentration. Waiting for the sample for a long time may increase the precipitation of paraproteins, making it difficult to separate the serum. This patient was consulted with the clinician for high total protein concentration, abnormally serum separation, and interferences of paraproteinemia. The patient’s physician informed us that the patient was directed for further examination because of the high total protein levels. We also suggested to the clinic to take blood to the plain tube for laboratory tests during the patient’s follow-up and to transport to the laboratory as soon as possible.

Conclusion
Laboratories should be careful of the limitation of using the gel separator tubes in patients with high total protein concentrations. In these cases, blood samples should be collected in non–separator tubes and analyzed in a short time. In addition, all samples must be visually checked before analysis, as an aspiration of misplaced gel can obstruct the analyzer probes, causing technical problems, time loss, adverse patient outcome, and extra cost.
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